
https://youtu.be/mp8DUI7CMOQ


an electronic shamanic music and visual 
journey for the dancefloor, combining the 
recordings of 12 Shamans from Peru, which 
are mixed with electronic music set to   
beautiful visuals to accompany the journey.

SHIPIBO
“Sensing Shamanism”

Imagine traveling into the jungle,  

attending a shamanic ceremony, setting 

your intention and going on a  

transformational journey. All the while, 

dancing through it and ending in a blissful 

state back on your feet on the dancefloor.



WHY
Besides creating a fantastic entertaining 
dancefloor and visual experience, the goal 
of this project is to raise awareness about 
shamanism and spark curiosity for their 
culture and contribute to the preservation 
of it. 

The proceeds will be donated to several 
foundations in Peru for the preservation 
of shamanic culture, the re-planting of 
more aya-huasca and other healing plants 
in the region of Ukayali in Peru, for the 
benefit of the Shamans and all Shipibo 
people.

Participants will be able to watch where 
the money is going on the website that 
will go live this summer.



WHO
Ancient rituals, forgotten civilizations, magic and 
spirituality have always been a key inspiration for 
Dutch DJ / Producer Leo Melcherts Jr. 
Under the artist name True Identity, he explores 
wisdom teachings, microtonality, shamanism, 
new technology  and magic, on and off the 
dancefloor.

After hearing an Icaro (a Peruvian healing song) 
during a aya-huasca ceremony led by Peruvian-
native Shipibo shamans, Leo felt a calling to 
mix these powerful vocal healing songs with 
electronic music.

A few months later, he got the opportunity to 
spend a month with the same Shipibo tribe in 
their native land in the Ukayali River region in 
Peru. 

During that month, he participated in aya-
huasca ceremonies, interviewed the shamans and 
learned about their extraordinary knowledge of 
healing plants, their shamanistic lifestyle and the 
importance of its preservation.



During his stay, he recorded  the Icaros 
of 12 Shamans, started to combine them 
with electronic music back in the studio in 
Amsterdam and the SHIPIBO project was 
born.
 
This already resulted in one of the 
tracks “To the 5th” being featured on the 
Sensation “Source of Light“ compilation, 
a DJ performance at Dutch electronic 
music festival Mysteryland and a radio 
performance on Radio 538.



WHAT IS NEEDED TO 
PERFORM
RIDER
- Speaker system
- A large screen on stage behind Leo or 2 
large screens on the side. (minimal 4 x 4)
- VJ / visual assistant on location for outlining 
the graphics, signal flow and sync check.
 
2x mics with stand
1x DJM 900 Nexus 2
1x DJ table at least 190cm wide
1x 2x2 meter riser, height 40 centimeters
1x generic cymbal stand for SPD drumpad 
(artist will provide clutch)  
2x floor monitor with own mixing group 

Input List:
- Macbook is connected to Firewire 
soundcard
- Firewire soundcard is connected to DJM800
- Roland SPD drumpad is connected with 
USB to Macbook  
- Maschine is connected with USB to  
Macbook
- All audio comes from DJM900 Nexus 2  
output 

led screen 

- Monitor speakers
- Visual Mixer
- MacbookPro
- Machine 2

- Mixer
- MacbookPro
- Roland SPD-SX



Are you ready to bring this experience to your event?
From the deep Amazon to your dancefloor...

Checkout the current promo HERE
 
To BOOK this performance or any questions:  
info@trueidentity.nu

https://youtu.be/mp8DUI7CMOQ
mailto:info%40trueidentity.nu?subject=information

	HERE

